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Abstract
In the ultrastrong light–matter coupling regime, non-perturbative effects are observed even for large
detuning of the light andmatter frequencies. In this regime, the rotatingwave approximation breaks
down and the contributions of counter-rotating and diamagnetic terms lead to significant spectral
modifications. Using split ring resonators coupled to the cyclotron transition in a two dimensional
electron gas, we show that the diamagnetic terms lead to an asymmetry between the light andmatter
branches. Our system allows tuning both, the cavity and thematter frequency overmore than two
octaves.Wefind, that the assumption of constant coupling rateΩ as function of detuning is not
generally valid for the large frequency range relevant to ultrastrong coupling phenomena.

When the coupling rateΩ between light andmatter excitations is similar or larger than the bare frequencies wC

and w0 respectively, the ultrastrong coupling regime is attained [1]. Peculiar predictions for this regime of

wW 0.5r (where wr denotes the resonant condition w w=C 0) encompass the superradiant Dicke quantum
phase transition for a critical coupling rate of wW = 0.5r [2, 3] and decoupling of light andmatter for

wW > 1r [4]. New experimental tools [5, 6] could enable in the future the detection of predicted emission of
non-classical two-mode squeezed radiation under fastmodulation of the coupling rate.

The large fractional coupling rate invalidates the rotatingwave approximation. Because the interaction
effectively extends over a large frequency range, counter-rotating interaction terms and quadratic diamagnetic
terms lead to significant contribution to the interaction energy. These terms have been shown to lead to the
renormalization of the polariton frequencies which results in the opening of a polaritonic gap and asymmetric
splitting for the lower and upper polariton branches respectively [7–10].

It has been shown theoretically that the presence of the renormalizingA2-terms prevents the superradiant
phase transition [11]. The absence ofA2-terms in various systems [12, 13] and even the elimination thereof [14]
has been predicted. To our knowledge, no system in thermodynamic equilibrium, lacking theA2-termhas been
realized so far experimentally3.

Here we reportmeasurements of the polariton dispersion in the ultrastrong coupling regime as function of
the detuning of both the cavity andmatter frequencies.We observe an asymmetry of the interaction energies
when interchanging the cavity andmatter frequencies. On the basis of theHopfieldHamiltonianwe explain this
asymmetry as a consequence of theA2-termswhich do only act on the light fraction of the polaritons.Moreover,
we compare our results to published results in literature to demonstrate that in generalΩ cannot be assumed to
be constant over the full range of detuning relevant to ultrastrong coupling phenomena.

We use the near-field of the LC-mode of a split ring resonator (SRR) as THz-cavity and couple it to the inter-
Landau-level transition w0 (cyclotron transition) in a two dimensional electron gas (2DEG) [9]. In this systemwe
can easily tune both the light andmatter transition frequencies overmore than two octaves (0.2–1 THz). The
cyclotron transition frequency is controlled via a perpendicular externalmagnetic fieldB0 following *

w = eB

m0
0 ,
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where * =m m0.069 e is the effective electronmass, e andme the free electron charge andmass respectively. In
order tomodify the LC-mode frequency, we used lithographic tuning.

The paper is organized as follows: first, we report the polariton dispersion for the two cases offixed light
frequency andfixedmatter frequency respectively.Wewill then discuss how theA2-term leads to the observed
asymmetry and show that the frequency dependence of the coupling rateΩ canmask andmodify this
asymmetry.

Changing the cavity size does generally also change the coupling rateΩ. In the present case of a continuous
two dimensional distribution of electrons very close to the plane of the SRR, the coupling rate can be expressed as
[9, 15]

l
p

anwW = ( )S

V4
, 1C e

e
0
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thefine structure constant. The

first square root termof equation (1) accounts for geometric and spectral properties of the cavitymodewhile the
remaining terms result from the electric dipolemoment of the cyclotron transition. This latter term is
proportional to w0 .

An array of complementarymetallic SRRs [9, 16]was deposited using standardUV-photo-lithography,
electron-beam evaporation, and lift-off technique on aMBE-grownGaAs/Al0.3Ga0.7As heterostructure
containing a triangular quantumwell 100 nmbelow the surface. Themetal layer consists of a 5 nmCr adhesion
layer, 235 nmCu, and a 20 nmAu layer for oxidation protection. The resonator dimensions and the simulated
electric field distribution of the LC-mode at w = 480 GHzC are reported infigure 1(a). The transmission of the
structure wasmeasured for a series of appliedmagnetic field amplitudesB0 at =T 3 K using a time domain
spectrometer with normal incidence on the sample surface.

In the transmission spectrumof complementary resonators, the eigenmodes of the coupled light–matter
system appear as transmission peaks. Their frequencies were extracted using Lorentzian fit functions and are
reported as black dots infigure 1(b). Solid black lines are the bestfit of theHopfieldHamiltonian [15, 17] to the
extracted polariton frequencies with the normalized coupling rate wW = 0.23r r as fit parameter (with
w w= = 480 GHzr C ). Wr denotes the value of the coupling rate at resonance (w w w= ºC r0 ) and corresponds
to half of theminimalmode-splitting.We used wW µ 0 in thefit function as stated by equation (1). The best fit
was achieved by the least squaremethod (analogously towhat was done in [7])with a normalized rms deviation
of 2%.

A polaritonic gap wD p opens between the lowmagnetic field limit of the upper polariton and the highfield
limit of the lower polariton. This gap resembles the reststrahlenband for the interaction of light with transverse
optical phonons [18] and the gap observed in the interactionwith bulk excitons [17]. Here, it does arise from the
renormalization of the polariton energy by the diamagnetic terms (A2 inHopfieldHamiltonian) and
demonstrates that the ultrastrong coupling leads tomodifications of the eigenfrequencies even for large
detunings w w wD = -C r0 .

For the lithographic tuning of the LC-mode frequencywe linearly scaled all in-plane dimensions of the SRR
by a factor awhile keeping themetal thickness constant at 250 nm. Figure 2(a) shows scanning electron
micrographs of the largest and smallest resonator structure with a=2.4 and a=0.5 respectively. The
electromagneticmode profile in the out-of-plane direction is independent of the film thickness, due to the quasi
two dimensional nature of the SRR.Consequently, the scaling of the in-plane dimensions results in isotropic
scaling of the electromagnetic near-field distribution in all three spatial dimensions. In accordance to the scale
invariance ofMaxwell equations, the LC-mode frequency follows an -a 1dependence as shownby the
measurements infigure 2(a). The cavity frequencies were extracted from the lower polariton frequency in the
highmagnetic field limit. The lower polariton approaches the unloaded cavity frequency in theHopfieldmodel.

With this result, we can estimate the dependence of the geometric factor given by thefirst square root term in
equation (1) on the scaling parameter a. For linear in-plane scaling of the SRR dimensions isV∝a3, and l µ a
as found abovewith themeasurements of the empty resonator frequencies. For a distance between the 2DEG
and the SRR layerwhich ismuch smaller than any lateral dimensions of the SRR, the effective area scales directly
as µS ae

2. In the present case thus, one expectsΩ to be constant as function of wC.
We verified these scaling properties bymeasuring Wr as function of the scaling parameter a. Wr was

exctracted as described above by fitting polariton dispersion as function ofmagnetic fieldwith theHopfield
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Hamiltonian. The resulting normalized coupling rates wWr r are reported infigure 2(b), plotted as function of
n wµ 1 0 . The solid line is a linearfit to the normalized coupling rate fromwhich follows that W µ w

wr
r

0
.

This scaling is in agreementwith the scaling of wW µ 0 expected from equation (1) since the scalingwas
determined at resonancewith w w w= ºC r0 . The small deviations observed for small cavity dimensions are
probably due to the fact, that the gap size of the SRRbecomes comparable to the spacing between the SRR and
2DEGplanes.

The transmission spectrum for all nine samples at fixedmagnetic field =B 1.2 T are plotted infigure 3
showing clearmode splitting (dashed lines are a guide to the eye). For large detuning w wD = -C 0 thematter
like branch disappears.

The transmission peak frequencies are plotted infigure 1(c) as function of the cavity frequency. Comparing
the position of the polaritonic gapwith the case displayed infigure 1(b) shows clearly the asymmetrywhen
tuning the light ormatter frequency respectively.

The polariton frequencies are given by the solutions of the secular equation [15]

w w w w w w w w w w w= - + + - - - W( ) ( ) ( )D0 4 4 2C C C C
4 2

0
2 2 2

0
2 2

0
2 2

0

w w w w w w w
w
w

= - + + - W( ) ( )4 . 3C C
C4 2

0
2 2 2

0
2 2 2

0

D denotes here the diamagnetic interaction rate arising from theA2 terms in theminimal couplingHamiltonian.

In the second equation, we replaced =
w
WD

2

0
[1, 15] (assuming unity oscillator strength of the electronic

transition). Note, that equation (2) is symmetric in wC and w0 forD=0.

Figure 1. (a) Schematic of the SRR array deposited on top of a 2DEGwith dimensions given inμm.The staticmagnetic fieldB0 is
applied perpendicular to the 2DEGplane and the spectrometer electric field Etds is polarized perpendicular to themiddle gap of the
SRR structure. The overlay in the front right corner is the simulated electric field distribution associated to the LC-mode. (b)Polariton
dispersion forfixed cavity frequency wC measured as function of w0: dots are the polariton frequencies as extracted from
measurements. Black lines are bestfits of theHopfield-model using wWr r asfitting parameter. Straight lines indicate the bare cavity
andmatter frequency respectively. The polaritonic gap wD p which opens along the light branch is shaded in blue. (c)Polariton
dispersion forfixedmatter frequency w p= ´ =(B2 485 GHz 1.2 T0 ) and lithographic tuning of the cavity frequency. A gap opens
also in this case between the bare cavity frequency and the upper polariton branch in the limit of w w>C 0.
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In general, the polariton dispersion ismodified by any frequency dependence of the coupling rateΩ. For the
case of linearly scaled SRRs coupled to the cyclotron transition of a continuous 2DEG,we have found wW µ 0 .
In contrast, for intersubband-transitions withwhich ultrastrong coupling has been demonstrated first [21],
W µ w

wC

0 is found for patch cavities [22]. The scalingwith w1 C is a consequence of the fact that the ratio

N Ve remains constant in doublemetal cavities, while wµN Ve C for the SRR. This ratio does actually reflect
thefield overlap of the photonicmodewith the electronic excitations.

To illustrate the effect of these different scaling properties on the polariton dispersion, we compare in
figure 4(a) the dispersion for our systemwith published results for doublemetal LC-resonators coupled to the
intersubband transition of parabolic quantumwells [20]. Data is plotted in normalized units, werewe used the
frequency reached by the lower polariton in the limit w wC 0 as normalization frequency
(w p= ´2 3.66 THzr for the doublemetal cavity data). This choice for the scaling allows to describe both
systemswith theHopfieldHamiltonian [22]whose results are given by the solid and dashed lines respectively.
The difference resembles the asymmetry betweenfigures 1(b) and (c). However, while the difference in figure 1
arise fromboth, the asymmetry introduced by theA2-terms and frequency dependence ofΩ, the different
polariton dispersion infigure 4(a) arises fromdiffering frequency dependence ofΩ alone.

The scaling properties of SRRs and doublemetal resonators are illustrated infigure 4(b). The overlap factor
(i.e. N Ve ) does in general not change for doublemetal resonators, and thus wW µ 1 C is independent of the
actual resonator geometry. Formore general approaches to the scaling of the cavity frequency (i.e. isotropic
scaling or scaling of parts only), the coupling ratemight also take the formof amore complicated function of
wC [23, 24].

The asymmetry between light andmatter branches arises from the ratio w
w

C

0
in equation (3). The cavity

frequency wC enters this ratio, because the renormalization terms act on the photonic part only. The factor w1 0

which is introduced by the expression for wµD 1 0 leads to divergent solutionswhen thematter frequency
approaches zerowhile keepingΩ constant.Moreover, the asymmetry given by the fraction w wC 0 would be
lifted for a systemwith w wW µ +

C
x x

0
1. Note, that the polariton frequencies for w w=C 0 are independent of the

scaling properties ofΩ and also theminimalmode splitting is always found for w w=C 0 in systems described by
theHopfieldHamiltonian.

Figure 2. (a) LC-mode frequency as function of the scaling parameter a following the expected inverse proportionality which is
indicated by the solid line. Insets show false-colored SEMpictures of the largest and smallest SRR. (b)Normalized coupling rates at
resonance (w w w= ºC r0 ) for the nine resonator dimensions plotted against thefilling factor n . The linear behavior indicates that
the geometric factor in equation (1) remains constant for different resonator dimensions.
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Figure 3.Transmission spectra for varying scaling parameter a at constantmatter frequency w p= ´ =(B2 485 GHz 1.2 T0 ). The
cyclotron like polariton disappears for large detunings (spectra offset by 1.7% for clarity, dashed lines are a guide to the eye). Asterisks
indicate plasmonic resonances arising from the periodicity of the SRR array [19]. For the large resonator structures lies also the broad
l 2 inside the spectral range of the experiment.

Figure 4. (a)Comparison of themeasurements already reported infigure 1(c) (orange dots) and the case of the intersubband transition
coupled to doublemetal LC-resonators (blue squares, data from [20]). They follow the corresponding calculated dispersion curves
which differ in the normalized coupling rates ( wW = 0.25r r for SRR versus wW = 0.22r r for doublemetal LC-resonators) and in
the scaling of the coupling ratewith frequency. (b) Illustration of the scaling behavior of SRRs and doublemetal LC-resonators: linear
in-plane scaling of the SRR leads to an effective 3D scaling of the electric field distribution due to the proportionality of the out-of-
plane confinementwith the size of the openings. In contrast, for doublemetal cavities, the scaling is atmost 2D, the case realizedwith
patch cavities (Lz is constant and given by the heterostructure). For doublemetal LC- cavities, the electricfieldmode volume remains
constant if only the inductive part is scaled. In either case, for doublemetal cavities the change inmode volume is compensated by the
change in the number of coupled electronic states and the ratio N Ve remains constant as a function of cavity frequency.
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In conclusion, we have presented new experimental results showing how the presence of the diamagnetic
renormalization terms in theHopfieldHamiltonian leads to an asymmetric polaritonic dispersion as function of
the cavity andmatter frequencies respectively. Analyzing the characteristic equation for the fullHamiltonian
including counterrotating and diamagnetic terms, we found that the asymmetry arises due to the action of the
diamagnetic termon the cavity fractions only, and due to its proportionality with the inversematter frequency
w1 0.Moreover, comparing our results with published data, we have crystalized the fact, that the assumption of

constant coupling rateΩ as function of detuning is generally not fulfilled. It depends on the actual cavity
geometry and has to be determined throughmicroscopic calculations [9, 22, 25]. This finding is particularly
relevant tomicrocavities, where changes in frequency imply significant changes in the cavity geometry and
possibly in themode overlap.
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